PRESS RELEASE
For Immediate Attention
Meridian Adds Prime Power Supply to Line-Up –
Special Low-Noise, Highly Regulated Linear Power
Supply is Perfect Partner for New Prime Headphone
Amplifier

Following the successful launch of the Prime Headphone Amplifier, Meridian has
announced the introduction of the Prime Power Supply, a reference-quality, highcurrent design based on the new linear power supplies developed for Meridian’s
800 Reference Series and specifically built for audio applications.
Built into an elegant compact metal case, designed by Meridian co-founder Allen
Boothroyd, that echoes the acclaimed Meridian G Series, the Prime Power
Supply has no visible screws and is double-skinned for lower noise.
The Meridian Prime Power Supply can be used to power a range of Meridian
products including the Meridian Prime Headphone Amplifier, Audio Core 200,
Meridian Director and Media Source 200. The addition of Prime Power Supply to
these products provides an enhancement in their performance, much like
supercharging a car’s engine.

Key Points for Editors
•

Linear power supply design inspired by latest 800 Reference Series
supply.

•

Perfect partner for the acclaimed Meridian Prime Headphone Amplifier.

•

High current, very low noise power supply delivers enhanced performance
from a range of Meridian products including the Meridian Prime
Headphone Amplifier, Audio Core 200, Meridian Director, Media Source
200, and other devices requiring a high-quality 12V power supply.

•

High-mass, low-profile, low magnetic field, toroidal transformer with
integral plate-mounted magnetic screen, to shield electronics from noise.

•

Connect multiple devices to a single Power Supply: single wall connection
minimises clutter.

•

High-quality latching 3-pin mini-DIN high-current power output connectors
for reliable connection.

•

5 x 12V 500mA outputs for Meridian components; USB 5V 1A output with
USB input for audio pass-through – drives Meridian Director, Explorer,
Prime Headphone Amplifier and i80.

•

Power input filtering.

•

Dual-stage regulation on all outputs, using very low noise linear
regulators.

•

Multiple capacitors for noise filtering; audio-grade reservoir capacitors.

•

New, elegant and durable metal enclosure design by Allen Boothroyd,
double-skinned for lower noise, offers the distinctive Meridian look with no
visible mounting screws.

•

Hand made in Meridian’s state-of-the- art headquarters near Cambridge,
UK.

Meridian Prime Power Supply - UK Price: £800.00*
Hi-res Image selection here:
http://media.meridian-audio.com/PPSU-pics.zip

RELEASE ENDS/Dated: 21st December 2013
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Meridian Contacts:
For further information, please contact:
Lisa Sullivan at Meridian lisa.sullivan@meridian.co.uk
Katy Bradshaw at katy.bradshaw@meridian.co.uk
PR Contacts:
For further media information, please contact:
Andy Giles at AGA andy@andygilesassociates.co.uk
Murdo Mathewson at AGA murdo@andygilesassociateas.co.uk
*All information provided is subject to change without notice. All prices quoted are
suggested recommended retail and include VAT.
ABOUT MERIDIAN AUDIO
Meridian Audio is based in Cambridgeshire, UK, and was founded in 1977 by psychoacoustics
expert, Bob Stuart and design engineer, Allen Boothroyd. With over 35 years’ history of
innovation and development of uncompromised consumer home entertainment systems offering
exceptional performance, this award-winning company is widely recognised as a world leader in
high-quality audio and video reproduction. Meridian developed the first audiophile CD player, the
world’s first consumer digital surround controller, and the MLP lossless packing system included
in Blu-ray Disc. The company’s optical disc players, DSP-based loudspeakers, video projectors,
and scalers are unique in the industry, maintaining a super-quality digital signal throughout the
path from the studio to the home, using advanced digital signal processing to deliver natural
sound and smooth, crystal-sharp images with true cinematic realism. In 2008, Meridian
established its Automotive division and has since developed in-car entertainment systems
featuring their unique Trifield technology for models including the McLaren MP12C supercar, the
Range Rover Evoque, and more recently, the luxury Jaguar XJ Ultimate.

Visit: http://www.meridian-audio.com
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest and You Tube @MeridianAudio
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